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Abstract: This paper studies the dynamic impacts of moving light-rail trains on viaduct
bridges and the vibration effects ofthe surrounding ground. The study is based on theoretical
analysis and field experiment. The theoretical study is performed by two models: the 2-dim.
interaction model of "train-bridge" system for obtaining the dynamic loads of moving trains
on the bridge piers; and the 2-dim dynamic model of "pier-foundation-ground" system for
analyzing the vibration responses of the surrounding grc,und In the field experiment, the
dynamic responses of bridge piers and the ground acceijrations are measured at different
distances and under different train speeds.
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l INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of modern industry vibration effects on people's living and
working environment in big cities have become more and more serious. The traffrc-induced
vibrations that seemed to have been tolerated in the past are today increasinlly being
considered as a nuisance. The vibration source, transmission path and control methods are all
under study, among which the influences oflight-rail train-borne vibration on the surrounding
environment have also brought to the attentions of engineers and researchers in China and
abroad (Tassily, 1988, Xa et a|,2000).

Today, light-rail traffic systems are under planning in several big cities in China, owing to its
advantages of fast speed, high safety, on schedule in operation and its large transportation
capacity. This paper att6mpts, based on theoretical analysis and field measurement, to study
the properties ofthe ground vibrations induced by light-rail train and viaduct system.

2 THEORETICAL STUDY

In this paper, the theoretical study is performed by two d],namic models: a 2-dimensional
"train-bridge" system model for obtaining the dynamic loads on piers and a."pier-foundation-
ground" system model for analyzing the vibration resoonses ofthe surrounding ground.

2.1 Train-Bridge System Model

The analysis model for train-bridge interaction is a dynamic system composed of the bridge
model and the vehicle model that are linked by an assumed wheel-track relation. As is shown
in Fig. 1, the viaduct bridge system consists of multi-plan simply-supported PC beams,
column piers and rubber bearings. The modal comprehension analysis is performed for such a
multi-span bridge system: First, the free vibration frequencies and modes of the system are
solved. Upon the orthogonality of the modes, the coupled FEM equations of the bridge model
become the superposition of independent modal equations. Owing to the fact that the dynamic
response of a structure is dominantiy influenced by its several lowest modes, this approach
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has a very great advantage that an adequate estimation of the dynamic response can be
obtained by considering only a few modes of vibration, thus the computational efforts can be
significantly reduced.

Fig.l Dynamic Model of Train-Bridge System

According to the principle of modal superposition, the deflection of any section of the beam
Zr(x) can be expressed by:

rV

Zo(x)=2q,6,@)
t=l

where $, is the function of the rth bridge mode, g, is the modal amplitude. When the modes

are standardized in terms of $f,m$, = l, the nth modal equation becomes:

Q+2alQ+a2 = F^ (2)

in which { is the generalized force of the rth mode.

The vehicle model is a light-rail train consisting of several 8-axle hinged vehicles. The
vehicle model is established based on the following assumptions:
o The vehicle car body consists oftwo rigid parts hinged together;
o Effects of the elastic deformations of car bodies and wheel sets are neglected.
I The vehicle is simplified into the single-level-suspension system. The spring stiffness and

the damping coefiicient of a bogie are shared out among its wheel sets.

Fig.2 Dynamic model of vehicle

The idealization of the 8-axle hinged vehicle model is shown in Fig.2. For such a model, the
configuration of each car body is specified by 4 degrees of freedom (floating 2,,, Z, artd
nodding gw, gz,), and that of each wheel set by 1 degree of freedom (floating Z*,). Since the
two parts ofthe vehicle is hinged, the independent degrees offreedom ofa vehii:le body are

three, where g, is expressed by the other 3 degrees of freedom as <p.:ZJL-2.,/L-01,. Therefore
the total analytical degrees offreedom are 3+8=l I for an 8-axle hinged vehicle
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The dynamic equilibrium equations of a vehicle is

M {v} + [K]{n} + [K] {v} = {F} (3)

where ffi, [,(] and [C] are respectively the mass, stifness and damping matrices, {v} is the
displacement vggtol an{ {F} the.force vector. The w-heel-set movernents Z*,and the beam
displacements Za(x) satisfy the relation:

Z*,, =Zo(x,,)+2,(g=!q,6| +2,(x) (4)

wheye Z,is the vertical displacements of the w#rehtive to the rail, representing the vertical
rail i.rregularities of the qlck op the bridge. The wheel movements can then be expressed by
the linear composition ofthe bridge modal coordinates q,(rrl,2, No)

The dynamic equilibrium equations of the vehicle-bridge system can be obtained by the
composition ofthe vehicle equations and the bridge equations:
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Since the coeffrcients "Q" is always changing when the train runs on thc bridge,.the dynamic

equations of the vehicld-bridge system are 7-order linear simultaneous differential eqlations
*ith tirn.-rarying coeffrcierits. i'he equations are sohled by the Newmal*. p s]ep. by_ stgP

intesration alioriitrm with B=l/4. Whin the generalized coordinates g,(/) is obtained, the

reaciion ^Rlr) of support r can be determined by

n,1r)=fe,(t)Qi'45,'E,lH, (6)

where {l is the value of tJre nth modal function of the beam at support r;5,, E,and H,ote

cross ruea, elastic modulus and thickness of the rubber bearings.

2.2 Dynamic Loads of Trains on Bridge Piers

By the vehicle-bridge system model, the vhole histories of a train running on the bridge is
siinulated on compiter.:Two spans are taken as tle calculation-par! in which six modes are

considered for each span. The tiain speed is 70km/h; the integration time interval is 0.005sec.

600 I

I ,. r,'",; ..t,, ,' l,' , '.',i '.1i ".'."',,...

400

200

0

Fig.3 Load history on pier induced by moving train

Fig.3 illustrates a calculated time history of the dynamic- reaction.force acting on the pier.

Tlie figure clearly shou,s the dynamic behaviour df the force on the pier when the train is
running on the bridge.
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The principal frequency of the force wave is approximately 2.6H2. It is just the loading
frequency J =vlLo=19.44+7.425=2.6Itz of the train (with the average interval of bogies
L,1.425m and the train speed w7013.6-19,44mls), which indicates that the loading
frequency ofthe train plays an important role on the forces.

Table 1 Reaction of Beam Supports and Their Dynamic Factors
Reactions Support I Support 2 Resultant reaction ( 1+2)

Static (kN)

Dynamic (kN)

Dynamic factor

363.9

435.0

1.195

363.9

435.0

1.195

591.5

705.0

l.t92

Table 1 lists the comparison of the static and dynamic reactions and their dynamic factors.
Since the tlvo support reactions on a pier are in different phases (with the-interval i.i0m
between the fwo supports on one pier, the average bogie distance 7.425m, the phase
difference between the two support reactions is about I70" when v=70km/h, approximately
in inverse phases), _the dynamii loading (resultant reaction 1+2) of the train o,i the pier ii
much smaller than the sum of the two individual supports.

Table 2 Comparison of reactions for different trains
Number ofvehicles 4 4 (without rail irregularities)

Max reaction 690 705 705 705 695

Table 2 shows the maximum reactions induced by different train combinations. In spite of
Sreat differences between the dynamic waves for trains of two vehicles and four vehicles, the
maximum reactions remain the same, which is because that the loading length of two vehicles
has been longer than the total length ofthe two spans. In such case, the moie the vehicles ofa
traiq the longer the stable part of the dynamic reaction curves becomes, while the maximum
value of the reaction is not influenced. As for a train with only one vehicle, the load can not
be distributed to the whole bridge, the maximum reaction, therefore, is only 84% of the other
three cases.

Table 3 Maximum reactions in different load combinations

Maximum Running on
reactions one line

Two lines aud same directions Tu,o lines but opposite directions

Simultaneously Insimultaneously Simultaneously Insimultaneously

Max.(kN)
Min. (kN)

,::
'1lo

l4l0
1t76 '1lo

14l0
1t76

Since the load combinations for trains running on double lines are very complicated, it is
difficult to consider all the possible cases, instead, only some special cases are taken into
account, see Table 3. The table shows that the most unfavourable combination is when two
trains run on both lines and simultaneoi:sly onto the bridge whether in the same or in opposite
directions. The results of other load combirations should be enveloped within these results,
which are between l4l0kJrl (two times of loading on one line) and 1176kN (1.6 times of one
line), depending on the time interva! cf the two trains onto the bridge.

2.3 Dynamic Model of Pier-Foundation-Ground System

When the dynamic forces acting on piers are obtained, the ground vibrations can be further
studied by the pier-foundation-ground system model. The model is also 2-dimensional,
established on the basis of the following assumptions:
r The foundation and the surrounding soiis keep close contact during the whole course of

response;
0 The calculation is limited in elastic state;
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As is shown in Fig.4, the ground range under stu$y is LxH = l04mX t8m. The piers and the

foundations are m-od;Ued-as beam el-ements, while the surrounding ground as quadrangular

ii"*ent.. The train consists of fourvehicles, for the damping of ground is high and longer

stable vibration has to be considered. The train and the beams are treated as a concentrated

mass on the top of the pier.

Fig.4 The 2-dimensional pier-foundation-ground system model

2.4 Vibration of Ground

The calculation is carried out by the general structural analysis program SAP84. Fig'5 shows

*" tuoirul dvnamic responsei of vertical acceleration, velocity and displacement of the

erourid sur 6e at ioint'J5l near the pier on shallow foundation. The time histories of
i.rpons", at other pbints are almost the same, only the magnitudes are different. Fig.6 is the

aiiiriUution of maiimum acceleration and velociiy responies of ground surface versus the

alitance to the pier <jn shallow foundation and pil6 fouirdation. It can be concluded that the

cacuiation ranle of FEM should be large eniugh to reduce the boundary damping and

reflecting effects.
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Fig.5 Vibration curves of ground induced by train
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The FEM network for pile foundation is the same as that for shallow foundation. The pile
length is 13m. The shapes of the vibration curves are almost the same as those in shallow
foundation. One can see from the figures that the ground vibrations are much smaller than
those in shallow foundation. Compared with the results of shallow foundation, the calculated
acceleration and velocity are only 2.5114.02=lll.6 and0.24ll.l3:714;7, respectively.
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Fig.6 Distribution of maximum response versus distance to the pier

3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The experiment was canied out at tle Daqinghe Bridge site. The purpose of this experiment
was to study the vibration level and the distribution laws of the train induced ground vibration
at different distances and under different train speeds.

3.1. Introduction to the Experiment

The Daqinghe Bridge is located at an ordinary railway line in Northeast China (Fig.7). It has a-

fiil length of 750m, composed of 22 spans and 21 piers. Each span consists of two pieces of
I-steel-plate-beams of 33.6m in length and 2.61m in height. The cross center-to-center
distancE between the two beams is 2.0m. The web thickness of the I-beam is 12mm. Its top
and bottom flange thickness varies from l5mm to 45mm. The bracing systems connecting tle
two l-beams are made of angle and slot steel members. The heights of the concrete bridge
piers are from 6m to lOm. The ground soil of the site is fine sand and clay.

Fig.7 Experiment site at Daqinghe Bridge

ln the experiment, the accelerations of the pier top and the sunoundigg ground at so^me points
were measured by accelerometers when the test train was running on the bridge. The
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measuring stations set on the pier top and the ground at the perpendicular distances to the
bridge of 0m (foot of the pier), 20m, 40m and 60m are outiined in Fig.8.

60m M.Pqint

*.r.ro,n, \-

Zrm M.Polnt

\
0m M.Point

\

\$l
l3x20mbl

To Harbin To Sh.nyrnq

I

''ri", 
*orno "* r,*-ao measuring station arrangement

The dynamic loads of the experiment were the specially marshaled test train, which was
composed of one locomotive and seven freight cars. The vehicle axle-weight was 230kN for
the 6-axle locomotive and 200kN for the 4-axle freight cars. The train speeds in the
experiment were in the range of 60-80 km/h.

Totally, 28 groups of experiments were carried out during the experiment. The maximum and
the average vibration levels of the bridge pier and the ground at different distances under
different train speeds were obtained &om the measurement, which are listed in Table 4.

Table 4 Measured pier and ground acceleration levels (dB)

Train
speed
(kmih)

Pier top
Ground at distances to the bridge pier-foot center (m)

604020

Max Ave Mar Ave Max Ave Max Ave Max Ave

60
65

70
75

80

848
86.5
88.0
90.0
91.6

83 9 80.5 78.9
86.1 89.2 87.3

87 .2 9l,9 89.5

89.5 94.3 91.5

9.1.3 100.5 96.1

67.6 65.6 58.2
79.0 77 .3 67 8

82.9 79.8 67.1
87.4 85.1 70.2
89.2 86.9 6E.3

54.6 43.3 4t.4
63.4 51.9 50.2
63.4 53.0 50.9
67.6 54.2 51.7
65.0 57.7 52.7

The vibration levels are calculated on the basis of G = 20lg(a) + 60 , where G is the vibration
level, in dB; a is the measured acceleration, in cm/s'.

3.2 Vibration of Bridge Pier

From Table 4 one can see that the measured maximum vibration levei of the pier is 91.6d8.
Two of the typical measured acceleration histories at the pier-top under the train speeds of
60km/h and 80km/h are shown in Fig.9 (a) and (b), respectively. It is clear that with the
increase ofthe train speed, the accelerations ofthe pier-top become gleater. There are 7-8dB
differences of maxinium and average vibration livels rif the piei under the train speed
difference of 20km/h.

3.3 Vibration of ground

Some typical measured acceleration histories of the ground at the foot of the pier (0m)-and
40m to ihe bridge under the train speed of 50kn/h are shown in Fig.10. The distribution ofthe
maximum ground vibration levels induced by the passing trains at different speeds ver.fl/s the
distance to the bridge is shown in Fig.11.
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Fig.9 Measured acceleration'.'/aves at pier top

The main trend is that the vibration level attenuates linearly with the increase of the distance
to the pier (point vibration source). The highest maximum vibration level is 100.5d8,.
occuning at the foot of the pier (0m). The measured data show 37-43d8 decrease for the
vibration ievels in the distances from 0 to 60m at different test train speeds. The distribution
of the average vibration levels at different train speeds versus the distance to the vibration
source has tle same trends as the maximum ones, but the maximum average value is 96.ldB.

Fig. 1 0 Measured ground acceleration histories

The disuibution of the maximum ground vibration levels at different distances to the bridge
pier versus the train speed is shown in Fig.12. Within the train speed range from 60km/tr to
80km/h, the ground vibrations at different distances have the main trend of increasing with the
train speed.
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When the train speed is higher than 65km/h, the vibration levelof the point less than 20m to
the pier is greater than 80dB. The results show l0dB to 20dB increases for the ground
vibration levels when the train sgeed increased from 60km/h to 80 km/h. The nearer the
distance is, the bigger the differenie is. The distribution of the average vibration levels of the
ground at different distances to the vibration source versus the train speed shows the same
trends as the maximum ones, but with smaller differences than those in maximum ones.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been drawn from the theoretical study and the experiment:
r The ground vibration induced by Iight railway train attenuates with the distance to the

bridge pier (point vibration source). The response attenuation speed in the case of pile
foundation is greater than that in shallow foundation.

t The ground vibration induced by running trains near a bridge increases with the train
speed. When the speed of the test train changes from 60km/h to 80kn/h, the maximum
vibration level of the ground.near the pier foot is 57. 5dB -77 .sdB .

o The type of bridge foundations of light rail system has very important influences on the.
ground vibration. Using pile foundations can greatly reduce the responses induced by
moving train loads.

a For a light rail system in the example where rubber bearings are adopted, the maximum
velocities at ground surface 5.2m from the pier are 0.63cm/s and 0.129cm/s for shallow
foundation and pile foundation, respectively.

o The ground vibration around of the lighrrail bridge system is mainly induced by the
dynamic impacts of trains as moving loads. In the design of bridge system, special
attention should be paid to avoid resonance.

o The ground vibration induced by light rail trains and viaduct system is much smaller than
that induced by trains (with heavier loads) in ordinary railway.

I In practice, ground conditions are usually complicated, assuming soils as elastic materials
oft-en leads tb safer results. The example and the corresponding results, therefore, can only
be regarded as a cas€ study. Further study should be canied out for different types offield
conditions.
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